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Abstract

A fast and robust tracking software package was developed for the RD51 telescopes in order
to provide a user-friendly program with a smooth graphical user interface. The tracking
algorithm exploits the robustness of the Hough transformation while the flexibility of the
program provides the capability to be used with the various types of telescopes within the
collaboration.



1 Introduction

During the RD51 test beams a telescope that could identify the tracks of particles and provide that
necessary information to the users is needed.

Figure 1: A photo of the table for testing detectors outside the magnetic field with the trigger devices and the
tracker mounted.

To accomplish this demand the RD51WG7 (Common Test Facilities) has equipped area H4 of the SPS
test beams, with three independent telescopes. The two of these telescopes are based on MicroMeGas
chambers (one on bulk MicroMeGas and one on resistive MicroMeGas) while the third takes advantage
of the GEM detector technology. All telescopes are able to provide both x and y measurements of the
passing particles. The telescopes are shown on Figure 1.

2 Motivation

During the June of 2012 test beams more and more participants have tested their detectors in the test
beam facility of the RD51 collaboration. This increases the need to have a complete tracking system
which will provide information about the track of the beam at any given time (any given trigger) for the
detectors under test.
To fulfill this need, a program was developed, having as guideline the adaptability among the different
telescope types and user-friendliness. The program ought to be able to use inputs from the different
types of telescopes with the least changes from the user side, to be equally effective on any telescope
type and to provide the user with information in an event based schema (tracking performed event by
event and capability to navigate on them via the program) among with a batch operation schema (tracking
performed on all events and the output to be saved for further analysis).
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3 The Tracking Algorithm

Figure 2: Schematic representation of a passing particle through the telescope among with the projection of points
and line for the space (3D) xyz in two planes (2D), xz and yz.

Instead of facing a tracking procedure in 3 dimensions, two projections of all points (in xz and yz planes)
are used. Through this procedure, information is separately treated for each plane and final results can
be used independently.
For the tracking algorithm the Hough transform method was chosen. The Hough transform is a feature
extraction technique mostly used in image analysis, computer vision and digital image processing. The
purpose of the technique is to find imperfect instances of objects within a certain class of shapes by
a “voting” procedure. This “voting” procedure is carried out in a parameter space, from which object
candidates are obtained as local maxima in a so-called accumulator space that is explicitly constructed
by the algorithm for computing the Hough transform.
The conventional Hough transform was concerned with the identification of lines in an image, but later
it has been extended to identifying positions of arbitrary shapes, most commonly circles or ellipses. The
Hough transform as it is universally used today was invented by Richard Duda and Peter Hart in 1972,
who called it a generalized Hough transform after the related 1962 patent of Paul Hough. The transform
was popularized in the computer vision community by Dana H. Ballard through a 1981 journal article
titled “Generalizing the Hough transform to detect arbitrary shapes” [3].

3.1 Theory and Implementation

The basic concept for this approach is to transform the points from Cartesian space, which are potential
candidates for a real track, to the Hough space.
Consider the slope-intercept equation of line

y = ax + b (1)

(a, b are constants, x is a variable, y is a function of x). Solving to intercept (b) the equation becomes:

b = −xa + y (2)

(now, x, y are constants, a is a variable, b is a function of a)
Each point (xi , yi) in Cartesian space defines a line in the a − b space (Hough-parameter space). Points
lying on the same line in the xy space, define lines in the Hough space which all intersect at the same
point. The coordinates of that intersection point in Hough space define the parameters of the line in the
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Figure 3: On the left part is the Cartesian space (xy) with the 8 points constructing a line and additional 14 points
irrelevant to the line. On the right part is the Hough Parameter space (a − b) having the transformation
of the previous points. Each point from Cartesian space corresponds to a line in Hough space. Inside
the small square box is the maximum intersection point which in the Cartesian space represent the line
that most of the points create.

xy space. From Figure 3 appears that by using the Hough Transformation is trivial to find the points
forming the line and exclude any irrelevant point to that line. The algorithm needs to transform each
point to the Hough space and afterwards to find the crossing point to the Hough-parameter space. The
last part is done with the use of an accumulator [3].
For simplicity, we assume a telescope consists of 3 detection stations (like the first type of MicroMeGas
telescope of RD51). The geometry of that can be found in a schematic in Figure 4. For convenience all
distances are expressed in strip units (1 strip = 250µm) (not affecting the tracking algorithm). Using that
schematic, the calculation of the minimum and the maximum slope (of the incoming particles) that the
tracker can detect is possible. The minimum slope that the tracker can detect is −0.03 and the maximum
is 0.03. The geometry of the telescope allows a certain range of slopes −0.03 up to 0.03 for the tracks
that can be detected. This range is also useful for the tracking algorithm since it is going to impose the
physical boundaries to the accumulator.

Figure 4: Schematic representation of the first MicroMeGas tracker. The vertical boxes are the three detection
stations. Using this schematic the detectable range of slopes can be calculated. All dimensions are
transformed in strips.

For each point (xi , yi) that needs to be transformed using equation 2, the algorithm scans the accepted
range of a (slopes) and creates the corresponding line in Hough space. Gathering all transformed points
in a 2-D histogram (the accumulator), it finds the maximum of that histogram, which corresponds to the
point of Hough space that most of the lines are crossed.
The dimension of the accumulator is equal to the number of unknown parameters of the Hough transform
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problem. For example, the linear Hough transform problem has two unknown parameters: a and b. The
two dimensions of the accumulator array would correspond to quantized values for a and b. For each
pixel and its neighborhood, the Hough transform algorithm determines if there is enough evidence of a
track at that pixel [2].

Figure 5: Typical example of Hough accumulator with 7 points. The axis are: a (slope), b (intercept) and counts.
The crossing point of three lines can be easily spotted (maximum of the accumulator).

3.2 Algorithm Flow

Using the Hough Transformation it is easy to exclude any irrelevant to the real track hits, but the goodness
of the fit is limited due to the “quantization” of the accumulator. To overcome this problem and get even
better defined tracks, after determining the triplet of hits contributing to the track a x2 fitting is performed
on them. The choice of the actual hits is done by selecting any point that its distance from the track
calculated using the Hough transformation is less than a constant which is user defined. An example of
this process can be found in Figure 6.
In Figure 6 the effect of the quantization of the 2-dimensional Hough accumulator can be clearly seen.
The “Hough line” (blue-dashed) may not be the best track for this triplet of hits, though, the “Chi Square
line” (red-continuous) is much better. If the “quantization” was perfect, the final track could be directly
delivered using only the Hough transformation. In order to do this the partitioning of the scanning
range should have about 600000 intermediate hits instead of the 600 that are used in this example. The
computation time and requirements in RAM to do this would be greater at about 2 orders of magnitude.
Another problem was that if only the Hough Transformation was used to get the final track it would be
more difficult to have an error estimation on the slope and intercept since it is fixed to the binning of the
accumulator.
To sum up, the tracking algorithm works separately for the two projections of the telescope and has the
following steps:

1. offsets: their calculation is done by simply subtracting from first station each other only for “clean
events”. The mean value of each distribution is used for first order correction in order to achieve
an offline alignment for the stations of the telescope

2. track calculation: using the first order (offsets) correction, the algorithm calculates the tracks
for all available events using the procedure described above. After this, for each event that the
program gives more two different lines, a selection is performed with a procedure that is described
below
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Figure 6: On the left part is the projection of the Hough Accumulator histogram (a,b) of Figure 5 with the seven
hits. On the right part, the Cartesian Space (x, y expressed in strips), with the red dots the hits, the
blue-dashed line is the line that corresponds to the maximum of the accumulator and the red continuous
line is the final track after performing x2 fit to the hits that the maximum distance of the ”Hough line”
(blue-dashed) was less than 3 strips. From this plot, due to the current quantization of the accumulator
the final track is not taken from the transformation.

3. finalize tracking: the track slope and intercept, corrections (offsets, residuals), information about
the run and plots, are saved.
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4 HLT Tracking Program GUI

The software for the tracking was built using C++ and ROOT [1]. It is designed in a way that can be
used with various types of telescopes without any limitation for the interpretation of the hardware units
into software objects.
Through a “configuration file” the program is fully configurable regarding both the personalization part
(preferable configuration file to be loaded at the start up of the program, initial root file to be analyzed
etc) and the hardware-wise part (dimensions of the telescope, geometrical characteristics of the detection
stations, amount of the detection stations etc). The whole functionality of the rest of the program is
robust and based on the characteristics of the telescope in use. The feature for an event-by-event analysis
among with the batch analysis of all or of custom defined range of entries in addition to the fact that all
results can be saved in a root file gives the final user the ability to use of the tracking program in various
ways.

4.1 Configuration File

The configuration files are plain text files that can be edited with any editor. A default configuration file
is loaded on start up of the program. The user though, can reconFigure the program after changing the
configuration file without even restarting the program. Any line starting with “#” is treated as comment
and therefore will be ignored. In more detail inside the configuration file we have (in brackets the C++

types of the variable is given):

HLT.PathToRootFiles[
string

]
folder from where the root files are loaded

HLT.PathToSaveRootFiles[
string

]
folder where the output root files will be saved at the end of the program

HLT.RootFilePrefix[
string

]
root file name prefix

HLT.RootFileSuffix[
string

]
root file name suffix

HLT.RootFileExtension[
string

]
root file name extention

HLT.defaultFile[
string

]
the default root file

HLT.totalStations
[int] how many detection stations the telescope has

HLT.telescopeOffset
[double] the offset in Z axis of the whole telescope

HLT.zSt1i (i = 2, 3, 4 ...)
[double] distances between the first and the i-th station

HLT.xActStrips
[int] active strips in X direction
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config for HLT Tracker
HLT.PathToRootFiles /Tracking/Roots
HLT.PathToSaveRootFiles /Tracking/Roots
HLT.RootFilePrefix run
HLT.RootFileSuffix
HLT.RootFileExtension root
HLT.defaultFile Run 6248new.root
HLT.defaultFile Run 8053.root
HLT.totalStations 3
zSt** distances at mm

HLT.telescopeOffset 0
HLT.zSt12 398
HLT.zSt13 801
HLT.zSt14 1000
HLT.zSt15 580
HLT.zSt16 680
HLT.zSt17 780
HLT.zSt18 800
HLT.xActStrips 96
HLT.yActStrips 96
StripSize at um

HLT.xStripSize 250
HLT.yStripSize 250
HLT.telescopeType MicroMegas
HLT.defaultTab 3
HLT.workStripUnits 1
HLT.workingScallingFactor 1
HLT.offsetCorX -1
HLT.offsetCorY -1
HLT.autoUpdateTrackingPads 1
HLT.actions.printInfo 1
HLT.trackingFinder.printInfo 1
HLT.trackingFinder.lowCut -4
HLT.trackingFinder.upCut 5
HLT.trackingFinder.maxDistanceFromHoughLine 5

Table 1: Example of a working configuration file
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HLT.yActStrips
[int] active strips in Y direction

HLT.xStripSize
[double] strip size in X direction

HLT.yStripSize
[double] strip size in Y direction

HLT.telescopeType[
string

]
name of the telescope

HLT.defaultTab
[int] which tab the user wants to have focused when the program starts up (the enumeration for the
tabs starts from 0)

HLT.workStripUnits
[bool] use the strips as units instead of mm

HLT.workingScalingFactor
[double] custom scaling factor for the units to be used

HLT.offsetCorX
[double] behavior of the offset calculated for X direction (to be added or subtracted)

HLT.offsetCorY
[double] behavior of the offset calculated for Y direction (to be added or subtracted)

HLT.autoUpdateTrackingPads
[bool] automatic update of all corresponding tabs in case of changing the event

HLT.actions.printInfo
[bool] print in terminal general information about the actions of the program

HLT.trackingFinder.printInfo
[bool] print in terminal general information about the tracking algorithm of the program

HLT.trackingFinder.lowCut
[double] low edge of the area near a candidate that is going to be set to zero

HLT.trackingFinder.upCut
[double] up edge of the area near a candidate that is going to be set to zero

HLT.trackingFinder.maxDistanceFromHoughLine
[double] threshold used to compare the distance of a point towards the “Hough line”

For the display of the telescope projections (projections for 3D XYZ in to 2D XZ and YZ) as well as for
the tracks calculated, the user can select to use either mm or strip units (since the complete geometrical
characteristics of the telescope are available through the configuration file and the program is able to
convert all quantities from mm into strips and vise versa). The program after reading the configuration
file creates a virtual telescope with such characteristics as provided by the user for the display needs.
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Figure 7: Snapshot of the “Options” tab of the program. Through that the user has direct access to some variables
used by the program.

4.2 Options Tab

The fifth tab of the program is the “Options” tab. Through this tab the user has direct access to some
variables used by the program (configuration file to be loaded, default input/output folder etc). Any
change made here can be saved directly to the current configuration file and has immediate effect to the
program (no need to reconFigure).

4.3 Offsets Tab

As mentioned above, the first order correction before any tracking calculation is done using the detector
offsets. This offline alignment of the tracker stations is performed for better precession. In order to do
this the first station is used as a reference point and all the others are aligned with it using the mean
value of the Gaussian distribution of the differences. Only “clean events” (events with exactly one hit per
station) are used and the distributions are created by subtracting from first station the second and so on.
Adopting the mean value from the Gaussian fit of those distributions is possible to correct the relative
position of the other stations. This procedure is performed separately for X-Plane (X-Z projection of the
tracker) and Y-Plane (Y-Z projection of the tracker).

4.4 The Plane Projections Tabs

The “Plane Projection” tabs can be used for an event-by-event display of the telescope. The user can
navigate through the events of the root file either one by one (using the previous and next event buttons)
or by inserting the desired event number in the box labeled “Entry #” and the tracking algorithm is
working as described above. The offset corrections are used in order to better align the stations, the
Hough accumulator (see Figure 9 top left) is filled for the accepted range of slopes for that telescope,
any maximum located at the accumulator is examined as a potential track candidate and the area near
that point is set to zero (see Figure 9 top right). For any track candidate a set of hits (one per station)
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Figure 8: Tab accommodating the offset calculations for both planes before the correction (blue histogram), and
after the offset correction (red histogram). The histogram named “h calcOffsetsX Diff: 1-0” is the offset
calculation histogram for the X plane and is created. The correction effect is obvious since the red
distributions are centered to zero.

is used for the final χ2 fit: these hits have to be in a distance which is less than a user defined threshold
from the line given by the Hough transform. In the lower part of the tab the corresponding projection of
the telescope is shown with all the hits per station (red squares), and all the lines detected with different
colors (the dashed lines are obtained from the Hough space directly while the continuous from the chi
square fit of the points). The same procedure is performed independently for two planes.
The possibility that two (or even more) passing particles leave a signature at the same strip of any station
is zero. Therefore, in the case that two or more detected lines share a point, the program, based on the
quality of the fits, decides which of them is a real track. Each line is denoted with a different color.
Moreover the user is able to sequentially process a custom amount of desired events using the box
labeled “#Entries2Proc”. There the user defines how many events, starting from the current one, wants
to be analyzed. The capability to save the current tab in various formats (gif, pdf, ps, jpg, C - ROOT
macro) exists.

4.5 The Statistics Tab

By the means of this tab a desired range of events to be analyzed can be selected. No display will take
place like the event-by-event schema, but only collective information like distributions of the slopes and
intercepts of all the calculated tracks for that set of events and also the residual distribution per station
(distance between the calculated track and the point contributing to that track from that station). Same
plots are available for both planes, but only one plane is displayed at the time.
Through this tab the user can save the tracking results in a root file. The saved information per track is:

1. event numbers
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Figure 9: Display of an event on “Plane Projection (XZ)” tab. The display is showing the Hough accumulators
(before at top left and after at the top right, the process of it) and the telescope projection with the
detection stations, the hits and the tracks.

2. slope parameter

3. intercept parameter

4. error of slope parameter

5. error of intercept parameter

6. fit quality

7. residuals per station
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Figure 10: Statistical analysis in a subsample of the input root file. Distributions of the slopes and intercepts of
the calculated tracks as well as the residual distribution per station are shown here.

5 Availability of the Program

The program among with the source files are available through the official page of the WG7 group of
the RD51 collaboration and also at the https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/MPGD/HLTTracking. There
a small guide of the program is placed.

6 Conclusions

A tracking program to fulfill the needs of test beam teams within the RD51 collaboration is designed
and developed. The program provides a stable and user-friendly interface through which the end user
can navigate event-by-event through the tracks detected or save the tracking results in root file for further
analysis. The program is available to the whole RD51 collaboration and is already in use for both avail-
able RD51 telescopes. The official twiki for the program is: https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/MPGD/

HLTTracking.
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